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ABSTRACT
Thi_ paper discusses a procedure by which the absolute alignment of" the
matlneti_ axes of a triaxial magnetc_;eter sensor with respect to an external,
fixed, reference coordinate aystem, can be accurately determined,
The procedure does not require that the mattnetic field vector
_rientation, as generated by a tri_xial calibration coil system, be known to
better than a few degrees from it_ trt_ p_sition, and minimizes the number of
positions througil which a sensor as_embiy must be r_tated t_ nbtain a solutt,_n.
Computer simulations have shown that accuracies of better than 0.4
seconds of arc can be achieved under typical test conditions assnciated with
existing magnetic test facilities.
Tne basic approach is similar in nature to that presented by McPherron
and Snare (1978) except that only three sensor positions are required and the
system of equations to be solved is c,_nsiderably simplified. _ppllcations of
the method to the case of the HAGSAT Vector Magnetometer are presented and t_d
problems encountered discu3sed.
INTRODUCTION
The problem of determining the absolute orientation of a magnetic field
vector has been solved traditionakiy by Jssuming that the field nrlentation
can be accurately established by _he geometry of a calibration coil. This
method is _enerally sufficient to determine sensor orientations to within a
few minutes of arc from its true direction Out if higher accuracies are
required not only must we take into account additional parameters in the coil
geometry and its construction, but also its time and temperature stability.
A straightforward method of _etermintng the absolute orientation of a
magnetic field vector is by rotation of a fluxKate magnetometer sensor (or any
other vector sensor) on a surface about an axis approximately parallel to the
field direction, The surface orientation can then be adjusted to obtain a
constant reading, independent of r_tation an_le. It can easily be shown tlxat
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:Ider these eondltions the _urf._ce n,,nnaL, as measured with respeot to a
refere,_ee eooJLnate system, is par_ILlel t,_ tile applled malinetle fleLd vector.
It t: ,'bvk,;us that for maximum se_)_ttlvtty, the field must be applied
appr,,xlmateky n,,rmaL t_' tile sens_,r axls.
A major drawback ,,f this approaei_ I._ the fact that accurate planar
rot,ltl,-n._ e._n only be obtained about the l,_e._l vertical ax%._ due to tlraviLy
effeet_ ,m tile ._l_ptw,:'t ._trticttire._. In addLtl<m the method i_ extremely Lime
_'Oil_LlIllill B ttild reqLiire_ c',_mp_e_ ._til)lk_rL lil.-ltrtl_entgti,_il ._tiell a_ ilOll-mitl_netLc,
precisi.-il, j-de_ree3-of-freedonl fixttlres ,-I"pe-'fom;ince e_npai'ilbie to l'Lr_t
order t.i_eodoiltes.
l'il_, pr,'<'odtirc pi'e._eilt.eJ be{,'w .,c_vi.tt¢:_ tile :lee,l f,_r mtl[ttpie roI..itloil_
a_,d spec l_L l,_tlilt till4 f lilt tlre_ ,tIld .tl l,,,ws t.lle stmtli t_ttle,,u:! del.erlllillatton of the
sen_or assembLy _tld test o,,tt f_o_LLt, y _tt._tm_ent paca:'_,'ters by mean._ of
simple _l,,r._tlve _ii[4,,ritlln .ind _lieJ:_ur_Yoollt_ ot_t..iined l'or three discrete and
fixed _e_ls,_i" p,,.-tltt,-ii._. V.tri,iti,,n._ wllll time .irldd temlx, rat.cire of Lest coil
orientat.loil_ ,i_, llot _l'l'e<'t the ,let,,,rmiii.it _,,n ,,f the ._en:ior ,_kitilment. if t.lietr
cllaract, eri._tl," "line t._ ion_ e,,ml_ired with t, ile test t ime. rllu_ _i_Inil'ieailt
savlnt, ls ill test time ,.ire re+iii.'.ed ._tll,'e:Ii{llly_tlr,'oD of . rror whloh ,-therwi-_e
ltould h,tve t., _ b<" ,t¢,-,_tlnte.t f',_r i_ ,_ r.lth,,r _',_ml,l_'x .l_ld |llIer,iettnl3 .-le|leme, .ire
e[ lm iilliI :',I,
AI.I,;NMENI" D_I'EHMINATID_ M,_TI't4<:P
i
_R = [B] i_c (I)
where [B] -- [I] (unit matrix) if the systems are nearly aligned. Thus, in
general, IBij I << I for i _ j.
In analogous fashion we define a matrix [A] which relates the
measurements in the sensor coordinate system to the reference coordinate system
_s : [A) MR (2)
where MS is the measured field vector.
IAiji << I for i d j and IAii I _ I.
_aln, if we assume near alignment,
The problem then reduces to determining the elements of [A] from a _et of
measurements obtained by varying _c and [A] in a known way. This can be
accomplished by energizing one axis of toe coil system at a time and
reorienting the sensor assembly to exchange rows or columns of [A].
in general then we have
RS : [a] _R : [A][B] _c (3)
Since the coils are energized one axis at a time and restricting ourselves to
unit magnitude vectors, we can write He as a unit matrix
_c _ [Hc ] : [I) (4)
0
It then follows that the measurements can be organized in a 3 x 3 matrix such
that
[_s] : [A][B] (5)
Under the assumption that the off-diagonal elements of [A] and [B] are small,
we can rewrite (5) as
(MS] : El + aA] (I + _B] _,
and neglecting second order terms,
[MS] _ El] + [6A] ÷ (6B] (1)
It is worthwhile to express {r) in eomlx_nent form and we shall use the
uppers, ript (I) to indicate that these values correspond to the first sensor
Ix_sition (axes nearly parallel to test coils axes)
(I) (1) _1)
Mxx Mxy Mx z
_) Cl) (I)
Hyx Myy My z
(l) (I) (I)
M M M
zx zy zz
1
:, ( ayx +by x )
(azx+bzx)
(axy+bxy) (axz+bxz)
1 (ayz+by z)
(azy÷bzy) 1
;,8)
The first subscript of Mi3 denotes the sensor axis being read w_ile the second
denotes the coil system axis {i.e., x. y, z) which is energized. The same
convention appiies to the elements of the matrices [£] and [B].
It" we now rotate the sensor assembly about the z-axis of the reference
system, by exactly 90 _, the matrix [A] will now take the form
-a
xy
= -a
YY
-a
zy
xx xz
a ,:l
yx yz
,:1 3
zx zz
where we nave denoted Dy --LAJ(J)
_i_e resultant ;_atr_x. l_tP that. this rotation
Jan be easily accomp[i_t_ed by _aeans _f refere_lee theodolite_ and optical cubes
:_ounted ,_n the sen_er assembly, as described later on in this paper.
If we now energize the ,-,-il systecn axes irl the same order as before we
hav a
[Ms 3('_) = [A] (z) [BJ (I0)
or. _n component fore
(2)
Mxx
_2) (2)
[MS] = My x
(2)
M
L zx
(2) (2)-- !
Mxy Hxz /
(2) (2)
H M
yy yz
(2) _2)
Mzy Mzz j
(-axy+by x) (axy*by z)
-I ( ayz-bx z)
where the upper script (2) denotes sen,_,r position number 2.
(11) constitute a system of 12 equations in 12 unknowns but as shown by
MePherron and Snare (1978) the characteristic matr{x of the system is
sinsular. Thus an additional sensor rotation is required. We choose to
rotate the sensor exactly 90 ° about She X-axis of the reference system.
(ayx-bxy)
(azx+bzy)
!
Equations Lg) an,_
(11)
The
sensor allsnment matrix then becomes
[A] (3) =
b
-axy -axz
-ayy -ay z
-a -a
zy zz
a
xx
a
yx
a
zx
Enersizing t_e coil system axes in sequence we obtain
(3) (3) (3)
Mxx Mxy Mxz
(3) (3) (3)
My x Myy My z
(3) (3) (3)
Mzx Mzy Mzz
(-a xy+bzx) {-a xz+bzy)
-1 (-ayz-bxy) (ayx-bxz)
(-azy-by z) -I (a=x-by Z)
a
(12)
(13)
where the upper_ript (3) denotes sensor _sltlon number 3. It is clear that
equations (8). (11) and (13) allow the twelve coefflolents alj , blj (I _ j) _n
be estimated. The diaKonal elements aii and bit have to satis£y the direction
cosine constraints.
and
3
= [I - (_ ai32)jl/2 (14)aii
3=I
3
.2)]1/2
b,._1= [I - _£ bi3 (15)
j=1
and hence can be calculated from the solution of (8), (11), and (13).
Note tl_at it is not necessary to simu[t_t_eously solve tl_ese equations,
since (8) and (ll) allow azx , azy , bzy , axz , ayz, bxz and by z to be determined
While tl_e remaining coefficients can be determined usln E (II) and (13).
It is then convenient to express tl_e solutions as a set of four systems
of linear equations, as follows
-I 0 I I
-I 0 0 I
0 -I 0 -I
0
I
-I I 0
0 1 0
1 0 0 1
0 -I I 0
0 I 0 1
-1
-1
Mxx I
M('')I
H i
ZX !
I
t2) l
iM
zx _j
(1)
M
:X
(2)
M
(2_
Mz_
M(1)'
zy ..
(17)
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with
c23 C24 B33_
2 2
BII : [I - (C44 + C33)1
2 2
B22 : [I - (C14 + C34)1
_2 + C2
B33 = [I - (c23 24)]
(23)
Tnese matrLces [A]es t and [B]es t represent our first attempt to determine the
exact solution and hence, at this stage of the calculation we will have
(i)
[_$1 (i) E [Ales t [B]es t (24)
i : 1,2,3
To improve our estimates we can utilize (24) to implement an iterativ?
scheme which will converge to the desired result [Ms](i) = [AJes t [B]es t-
To accomplish this we first form the estimated matrices
and
(2)
[Ales t
[A _
Jest
-A12 A11 A13
-A22 A21 A23
L-A32
-A12 -A13 All
-A22 -A23 A21
-A3_ -A)5 A31
(25)
(26)
II
's . We then obtain the productsw_.ere the kij are elements of _he matrix [A)es t
(I) (I)
[_S]est = [A]es t [B)es t
(2) (2)
[_S]est = [A]es t [B]est (27)
(3) (3)
[_S]est = [Ales t [B]es t
and the differences wit_l the measured values
A_I [_S](I ) (I): _ [_S]est
(2)
AM2 : [_S ](2) - [gS]est (281
a_ 3 [Ms]:3 ) (3): . _ [_S]est
We then solve equations (14) through (17) utilizing the updated values of
[_S](1), [Ms] (2) and [Ms ](3) defined by
(I) (1) ÷
[Ms] : [Mslest + AM I
(2)
[_s ](2) : [_S]est + aM2
(3)
[Ms] (3) : [Ms]as t + AM 3
kth iteration (k-1)tn iteration
(29)
until the smallest element of a_1, a_ 2 or A_ 3 does not exceed a predetermined
small value typically chosen as 10-9 • When this condition is satisfied we
consider [A]es t and [B]est to be the desired solution.
Note that in equation (28) the value of [Ms ](I), [_S] (2) and [Ms](3)
remain constant during the iteration procedure since they represent the actual
measurements.
I0
it is instructive at tl_is Ix,int to cotnpare _he present method with that
given by McPnerron and Snare {197_)o The basic difference is the method of
solution of the approximate equation ((). !n their paper they state that a
minim_n of four different orientati,ons o[ the sensor are required which lead
to a syst_n of J6 equations in 12 _knowns. The solutio_ of this system is
implemen_e_ using the singular value decomp°sition method of Lanzcos. In the
present methoJ, the solution ,_f equations (16) through (19) is _rlvial and
only ti_ree sen,,'or p,_siti_n5 a,_e r'equlred, consideraOly simplifying the
measur_ner]ts tasK.
COMPLI rEK SiMUL_TIJNS
The procedure presented i._ the preceeding section was programmed on an
I_M 5100 com_uter ut.iiizing the _PL language (IBM, 1977). This simulation
program is ShOWn in Appendix A. The inputs to the program were two matrices
[A] and [B] representing t_e coil arld sen_or misaiigr_merlts. Representatives
values for [A] and [BJ were chosen and the theoretical ,measurement value
c_nputed. These v_lues were in turn used to recover the alignment matrices
[A] and [B] wlt_l tl_e :ne?.n_-d presented.
Two examples are shown in Tables ! and II. The first represents typical
values expected in the case of the MAGSAT Vector Magnetometer and a typical
coil system. [A] and [B] are the input matrices and _SV] arld [BV] _ne
corresponding estimated matrices, LS can be observed the input m_trice,_ were
recovered exact to the _0tn deci_na_ piace in only _ i_erations. T_e _econd
example (Table If) represents an extr_ne case wi_ere angular misalignments as
large as 16.Y ° were alL:_,ed f,_r the sens_-r matrix. Again, _,he procedure
recovered the input matrices _itn an acJt_raoy _I" _" x IJ -IO in only 6
iterati_ns.
F_,_ these tw,_ exam.DYes we hav_" assumed cigar _.ne measurements are error
free. Bei,_w we Ji,_uss several _;_rce_ _f err,,r a_Id their effect upon the
overall accuracy of the aLigr_nent, ,_eter.ninat_ot_.
m _ • • _
l:,lit(Ull_UUK_.._ .IUqU IM_.LI{ J.MI_AGI- UN UkH:.KAI.I-A_CUKA_I
Two fundamental measurement limitations bust be taken into account to
estimate the overall accuracy of any alignment method and they are: a)
resolution and O) noise. We will discuss later additional sources of error
which fortunately can be adequately accounted for by the alignment
determination method.
The resolution wi_h which we oan o_taln the measurements establishes a
minimum value of signal that can be reliably detected. For the MAGSAT case
this was not a limitation because the measLzrements were obtained with 6 digit
resolution. Thus in the absence of noise, we theoretically resolved 0.1 uV of
signal which corresponds to 1 part in 4000 (the calibration constant for the
instrument was 4 mv/nT or 2.5 x 10-4 nT in a field of 50,000 nT, which
corresponds to an angular error of 1 x 10-3 seconds of arc. However, noise,
in both the coil system and magnetometer, constitutes a more fundamental
limitation. Typical values of noise were 0.1 nT RMS for the coil system
"zero" field and 0.01 nT RMS for the magnetometer. Thus, it became extremely
important to minimize the calibration faci]ity noise.
For purposes of discussion let's assume that the "noise" (including all
contributions) can be reduced to 0.05 nT by suitable procedures with a worst
case value of 0.1 nT. If the test field is 50,000 nT, this implies that
angular deviations smaller than 0.2 seconds of arc, with a worst case value of
0.4 seconds of arc, cannot be reliably detected.
These effects were simulated in the computer program where artificial
random "noise" in multiples of 0.4 arc second peak amplitude w_s added to the
theoretical measurements. The results of these simulations are presented in
Tables III and IV for the same cases previously presented in Tables I and II.
The number of iteration_ in this case was fixed at six since obviously the
10-9 bound for A_ i could not be achieved. As e_pected, the alignment matrices
obtained show deviations of the same order of magnitude as the random noise
amplitude.
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An additional source of error is t_e accuracy with which the test field
can be established. Fortunately a proton precession magnetometer used to
determine the absolute value of the field to better than I nT which, for the
smati misalignment angles involved, does not affect the values obtained to any
significant extent. P_)wever, to iliust.rate its contribution, let us assume
that the sensor and coil system are misaligned by 0.3 ° and the field is in
error by 2 r_T. For small angles
,SH
<,
H
(30)
_tnere a : misalignment angle
_a = deviation _1" a from true value
_Ic : applied field
aH c : deviation of applied field from true value.
The _;2ectiv'e angular error i,_rmJucea is then 0.04 arc seconds for a
50.0OO nT test f'_eLd. As _ndieated by ,30) this err,_r is prn_,rtional _o the
misaligrlr, ent angle ana nonce they sh,_u/d be made initially as s_ail as
possiDle. This also implies tn._t t,i_e axls c,f tqe reference cm, rJinate system
should De aligned wiuh tn¢ coil syst_n axls as accurately as _-ssiUle.
An additional sour,_e of error w[_£ch must De m,inimized is tna% due to
field gradients ass,_ciated witx tne e,_il system. 5Lnce %ne sensor assembly
generally cannot resaue about t_,e sensor a×es. each rotation results in a
sligl_t transla_,ion t'_r _t, ieast 'w(, ,_: the ti;rec sens,_rs constituting the
triad. T!_is trans_atlos _.s unimportant unless %no fief:! gradients are
relatively large in whi,n ease the sens_rs are exposed to different fields
depending ,_n tneir posit i,_n within th,, c,_il system, it is c_ear from t_e
proceeding discussl_ that the fie_d g_,_dlent sh:_uld _e less t_an 0.1 nT
a':','_5 t4e Yargest. di:nens:_-_: ,f ,.ae sen _._ assemb'ty t__ maintain an ,_verall
a.','uraey ,..,',_par,_h_e :._ tuat ._,_:_-'r.,;,',e: ::y the _."is._" el_arecter_stics of the
C_*'_.t 5yste!_.
Finally, we must consider the effects introduced by the presence of
magnetic materials in the immediate vicinity of the coil system winich, by
Induction effects, alter the dlrec_.ion of the "free space" field produced by
the coil system. Examples of this problem were the thedolltes themselve_
which incorporate in their construction soft ma_netie materials with high
effective permeability. Normally, these instruments are mounted remote from
the center of the toll system but unfortunately close enough to introduce
"eviations in the orientation of the generated field o:" the order of a few are
seoo|ids.
The magnitude of ti_e Inductlon field can easily be determined wlbh a
proton preceslon m_netometer. Since the alignment determination method does
not require precise knowledge of toe coil system alignment, the theodolites
can be considered as integral parts of the system since their geometry and
orientation remain fixed during all the magnetic tests. This obviously can be
accomplished with great accuracy since first order instrulent, a are generally
used for ealibratlon.
APPLICATION TO THE MAGSAT VECTOR MAGNETOMETER
The sensor assembly for the MAGSAT Vector Magnetometer is shown in Figure
I. Three ring core fluxgate sensors are mounted orthogonally on a glass-
ceramic base. Two optical cubes were bonded to the sensor assembly as
illustrated in the figure _nd the relative alignment of the cube faces
measured with a set of first order theodolites. A description of the
magnetometer overall design and electronics has been given by Acuna et al.,
19?6 and _cuna, 19B0 so it will not be repeated here.
The calibration and alignment tests were conducted at the Goddard Space
F_ight Center 6 meter Magnetic Test Facility. Two concrete piers separated by
approximately 400 meters established an optical azimuth reference, as shown in
Figure 2. This base'ine was used t_' verify the absolute azimuthal orientation
of two first order theodolites mounted inside the coil building whicll
established the primary, orthogonal, reference coordinate system. The system
was verified periodically by means of auxiliary mirrors and C,,und to yield
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repeatable results wttll a typical uncertainty of less than 2 ar0-se0onds. The
facility was equipped with a state-of-tl_e-art servo control system to monitor
and correct earth's field variations in the range of 0 to 25 Hz. The typi0al
noise level ,_f the system was 0.1 nT RM$. All ealibratlon a0tivities took
place during selected "quiet" eveninKs to minimize error_ due to refraction
effects by hot air currents and _ther signlfleant disturbances sueD, as nearby
electric railroad traffic jild wtrid Induced dis_._rtlons of the coil building.
Tl.e oc_nputer programs de_crioed in Appendix 'A' were modlfied and expanded as
_hown_ in Appendix 'B' for the._e tests.
burln_ eilgineering model tests the effect_ of eross-fleLd non-l_nearities
in ring-core fluxgate Jen_ors were evaluated and found to be signiflcant for
field3 greater than Ib,O00 nT. 'rhis problem is shown in Figure 3. Ring core
fiuxgate magnetc(_eters with large effective (i/d) ratios exhibit deviations
from linearity of tile order of 1 part in 105 for fields applied parallel to
the sensitive axi3. This figure degrades significantly when a large field i_
simult,..mou._ly appli,_ in a direction transverse to tr,e sensing axis, as shown
in Figure 3. This zs due tP the appearance _f large a,nplitude _eeond harmonic
signals at the senator terminals wtli_-ll are in pha_- quadrature wlttl the _i_nal
pr_,duced by the ,'n-axis t'_etd. 'The_e large slt_nals affect the linear
operatim_ of the ele,-trontes and lead to tl_e observed _n3Crument response.
Note that the resb_mse l'unetio_1 depeilds tl_w'.nthe apptied on-axis and
cross-axls fields.
The strategy folt,_wed for MAGSAr was to mathematleaLIy model _ut these
non-ltneartt_es rather than c,,rreot them in the instr_inentat_on. To determine
the dependence of the alig_nent angles w_th t.ne amplltude of the test fzeld
caused by the n(,n-I inear resix'nse, the _eth,'d descri c,ed In the previou_
section was used with te._t_ field:; of _.)b,O00 t_', 3'),000 _IT and It),'._O0 n'r. As
expected, the results obtained f,,r toe se|,s._r alignment matrix did vary with
the a_plitude of the te_t f_et_, but not tno._e for the test coil system
atlgllllent matrix. This, ,_f eour:;e, ks what would be anti<-ipated slnee the
coit systet,_ jtig_wnent tnatr_.x is _est-fietd amp£itude tnd,,pendent.
One zmbx_t't.1_It faot derived fr,_n l_e aneasurt_ne|It.s was ttlat o(lly those
mat.rix ele(nent,_ associated with dire,'tt,'_s t_ t{_e plane of J give_ sensor ri[_g
core were field amplitude dependent. This is not surprising since in the
direction perpendicu] ,r to the plane of the core there exists a £arKe
dema_netlzlr_ factor due to the narrow rlng-core-sensor geometry and resulting
small (&Id) ratio (Bozorth, 1951; Acuna, 1969).
Thus we can write
[A] :
Axx Axy_.Bx ,By) Axz
Ayx( Bx ,By ) Ayy Ay z
Azx Azy(Bz,By) Azz
m
The functions Aij (Bi,Bj) constitute second order corrections to the basic
measurements and hence are not stron_ funcDions of B. Thus for all practical
purposes choosing B i = Bmeasured i (raw) in (31) above does not introduce any
siEnificant errors in the determination of the _j terms. Typical results
obtalned for Ali'S as a function of the test field amplitude are given in
Table 5.
(31)
The measurements were least squares fitted to functions of the form
AIj :IjBj
£1j (Bi,B j) _ sin _
Bj Aij
(32)
for £12' £21 and A31 with excellent results. Now (32) only models the
response to cross-axis fields without reEard for the magnitude of the on axis
field. Hence (32) must be expanded to incil_e this dependence
Aij(B i) mijBj
Aij (Bi,B j) - sin _33)
Bj AIj(B i )
I0
The functional form of Aij(B i) was determined experimentally by full 4 •
steradian mapping of the instrument response function, The following
functional relation was found to fit the measurements with the required
accuracy
AIj{BI) = CO + CI _i Bj + C2 e_p(C._ Bi Bj )
IBjl IBjl
(3_)
The final valuec derived for the MAGSAT flight sensor coeffi ents are given
in TaDte 6. The final ab_'lute aliEnment accuracy achieved through the
measure_ert and modeling activity was estimated at ± 3 arc seconds.
SUMM_RY
A relatively simple procedure to accurately determine the absol_te
alignment of vector magnetometer sensors has been presented. The method
minimizes the number of sensor orientations necessary to obtain a solution and
requires simple mathematical operations. Computer simulations have demon-
_trated the rapid convergence of the solutions to exceed inEly small valtles of
error, even for initial deviations from orthogonality as large as 16 deErees.
Several error s_,urces llmitin E the obtainable accuracy in practical
applications were presented and it was shown that angular determination
accuracies of the order of 0.4 arc seconds are technically achievable.
Finally, the application of the method to the MAGSET Vector MaEnetometer
alignment was presented includinK second order effects associated with larEe
(t,'d) rlnK core fluxEate sensors.
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FIGURECAPTIO_IS
Figure I - Schematic representation of the MAGSAT Vector magnetometer triaxial
sensor assembly. Three ring-core fluxgate sensor -re mounted ortho6onal
to each other. Two optical cubes bonded to the assembly deflne the
reference coordinate system.
Figure 2 - The MAGSAT optical reference system as implemented at the NASA-GSFC
6-meter Magnetic Test Facility. The 400-meter baseline stability was
checked periodically against stellar references.
Figure 3 - Response of large (£/d)-ratio ring-core fluxgate sensors to cross
and on-axis fields simultaneously, applied in the plane of the core. The
deviations from linearity are produced by large quadrature signals
generated by the _ensor under these conditions (large external fields).
For external field < 5000 nT the effect is negligible.
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TABLE 1
ENTER
O:
ENTER
D:
MAGSATSIM 0
SIMULATED SENSOR ALIGNMENT MATRIX
A
SIMULATEI_ COIL ALIGNMENT MATRIX
B
AZY,BZX,AYZ,BXZ :0.00B9995
AZY,BZX,AYZ,BXZ :0.OOB998W
AZY,BZX,AYZ,BXZ :O.OOB99BW
A
0.99999 0.002
0,0056 0.9999_
0.0001 0.009
B
1,0000EO 2.0000E-_
5,3000E-5 1.0000E0
-3.6700E-_ 3.8900E-_
SV
9.9999E-1 2.0000E-3
5.6000E-3 9,9996E_1
1.0000E-4 9.0000E-3
BV
1.0000EO 2.0000E-4
5.3000E-5 1.0000E0
-3.&700E-4 3.8900E-4
-O.O003&744-O,OO7002B
-0.00036861"0.007004
-0.00036861-0.007004
-0.003
-0.007
0.99996
"1.2000E-4
W.5000E'4
1.0000E0
-3.0000E-3 t
-7.0000E-3 = _
9.9996E-1
-1.2000E-W
_.5000E-4 _ _ ¢s_
1.0000EO
"0.00012528
-0.00012403
"0.00012403
2O
TABLE II
ENTER
D:
MAGSATSIM 0
SIMULATED SENSOR ALIGNMENT MATRIX
A
SIMULATED COIL ALIGNMENT MATRIX
B
AZY,BZX,AYZ,BXZ
AZY,BZX,AYZ,gXZ
AZY,BZX,AYZ,BXZ
AZY,_ZX,AYZ,gXZ
AZY,BZX,AYZ,BXZ
AZY,BZX,AYZ,BXZ
0.97468 0
0.05 0
0,005 -0
B
1.0000EO 5
3.0000E-6 1
1.0000E-5 4
Sv
:-0 11 1.1
:-0 10997
:-0 10997
: "0 10997
: -0 10997
:-0 10997
154E-5-0.30003
3,9936E-5-0.30005
4,0079E-5-0.30005
4,0274E-5-0.30005
_.0278E"5"0,36005
4.028E-5-0.30005
,1 -0,2
.95263 -0.3
.11 0. 99392
.POOOE'4 _.O000E-5
.6'OOEO 2.0000E-4
.5000E'5 1.0000EO
0.97_68 0.1 -0.2
0.05 0.95263 -0.3
0,005 "0.11 0.99392
BV
1,0000EO 5.0000E-4 _.0000E-5
2.9993E-6 1.0000EO 2,0000E-_
1.0000E-5 4.5000E-5 1,0000E0
-4.7675E-6
"8.0389E'6
-B.6579E-6
-8.7035E-6
-8.7113E'6
-8,712E-6
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TABLE Ill
ENTER
O:
ENTER
O:
MAGSATSIM
SIMULATED
A
SIMULATED
B
AZY,BZX,AYZ,BXZ
AZY,BZX,AYZ,BXZ
AZY,BZX,AYZ,BXZ
AZY,BZXoAYZ,BXZ
AZY,BZX,AYZoBXZ
AZY,BZX,AYZ,BXZ
A
0.99999
0.0056
0,0001
B
1.0000EO 2
5.3000E-5 1
-3.6700E-4 3
SV
0.99999 0
0.0055999 0
0.0001 0
BV
1.0000EO 1
5.2955E'5 I
"3.6688E-4 3
1
SENSOR ALIGNMENT MATRIX
COIL ALIGNMENT MATRIX
:0.0089995
:0.0089982
:0,008998
:0.0089977
_0.0089975
:0.0089972
"0.00036744-0.0070028
"0.00036875-0.007004
-0.00036899-0.0070039
-0.00036924-0.0070039
-0.00036949-0.0070038
"0,00036974-0.0070038
0.002
0.99996
0.009
-0.003
-0.007
0.99996
.O000E-4
.O000EO
.8900E-4
-1.2000E-4
4.5000E-4
1.0000EO
,0019997
.99996
.0090001
-0,0029998
-0,007
0.99996
.9978E-4
.O000EO
.8909E-4
-1.2017E'4
4.5002E-4
1.0000EO
"0.00012528
-0.00012416
"0.00012412
-0.00012407
"_.00012403
-0,00012398
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TABL_ IV
ENTER
Q:
ENTER S
G:
B
AZY,BZX
AZY,BZX
AZY,BZX
MAGSATSIM
SIMULATED
A
IMULATED
,AYZ,BXZ
,AYZ,BXZ
,AYZ,BXZ
AZY
AZY
AZY
1
SENSOR ALIGNMENT MATRIX
COIL ALIGNMENT MATRIX
:-0
:-0
:-0
:-0
:-0
:-b
,BZX,AYZ,BXZ
.BZX,AYZ,BXZ
,BZX,AYZ,BXZ
A
0.97468 0.1
0.05 0.95263
0.005 -0.11
B
1.0000E_ 5.0OOOE-#
3.0000E6 1,0000EO
1.0_00E-5 #.5000E-5
SV
0.97_68 0.1
0.05 0.95263
0.005 -0.11
BV
1.000flEO 4.997BE-4
3.13_E-6 1.0000EO
1.0051E-5 4.5191E'5
11 1.115#E-5-0.30003
10997 3.999iE-5-0.30005
10997 4.0117E-5-0.30005
10997 _.0295E-5-0.30005
10997 #.028#E-5-0,30005
i0997 4.027E-5-0.30005
0.2
0.3
0. 99392
#,O000E-5
2.0000E-4
].OO00EO
-0.2
-0.3
0. 99392
3.9951E-5
2.0003E-4
1.O000EO
"#.76?5E-6
-8.2689E'6
-9,0327E-6
-9.2234E-6
-9.376E-6
-9.5215E-6
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Test Field Amplitude [nT]
Coeffic£ent 15,000 35,000 55,000
Axy (Bx=0)
Axz (Bx=O)
Ayx (Bx=O)
Ayz (By=0)
AZX (Bz=O)
Azy (Bz=O)
-3
- 1.0604 x 10
7.92 x 10-4
- 2.868 x 10-3
2.208 x 10-3
2.3325 x 10-3
- 2.84214 x 10-3
-9.26198 x 10 -4
7.92 x 10-4
- 2.61318 x 10-3
2.208 x 10-3
2.3325 x 10-3
- 2.65283 x 10-3
4
-7.10277 x 10-
7.92 x 10-4
- 2.18877 x 10-3
2.208 x 10-3
2.3325 x 10-3
-2.33114 x 10-3
24
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APPENDIX B
[ i ]
['2]
[3]
[B]
IL-[ .,]
[ 6 ]
[ 73
[8]
[93
[103
[113
[123
I_-13]
Ells]
VMEAS [1IIY
V A MEAS B;PI;P2;P3
_IHIS PROGRAM ASSUMES IHAI BOTH l-IEi_l;fPOL. ARE APPLIEII) FOR EACH SENSOR POSITION
A IS rHE TEST F[ELD AMPI, IIUDF AND B ARE THE CALIBRATION FACTORS [VOLTS/GAMMA.] X,Y,Z
C03: 'ENIER MEASURED VAL.,LIES FOR POSITION #I (X-_EI..-U),O..U-.U,W-.E,N-.S,X,Y,Z, ORE_ER'
P;I.+PI--7 3 p(PI_- ? 3 pPI+[])[I;I
'DIFFERENCE MATRIX FOR POS.fI';PI
'ARE VALUES OK'? ENTER YES OR NOP'
_( (+/111= 'NOP' )=3)/C03
'NORMALIZED MATRIX FOR POSITION #I' ;(PI+_MAG PI)
COOs: 'ENTER MEASURED VAL.UES FOR POSITION #2 (X-_Ir-.U,Y-_N.-.S)'
P2+P2 .... 7 ;3 p(P2+ 7 3 pP2+[])[1,]
'DIFFI-RENCE MAIRIX FOR POSITION f12' ;P2
'ARE VALUES OK? ENFER YES OR NOP'
-_( (+/[3= ' NOP ' ) =3)/C04
'NORMALIZED MATRIX FOR POS,#2'_ (P2+_MAG P2)
1:15] C05: 'ENTER MEASURED VALUES FOR POS,#3 (X-_N-S,Y-_U-I])'
[16]
I; 1 "7]
[ 18]
[19]
[20]
[,.I]
[ _'_ ]
[;23]
[24]
[25]
[26]
V
PS+PS- 7 3 #(P3+ 7 3 #P3+[])[I;]
'DIFFERENCE MAIRIX FOR POS,#3' ;P3
'ARE VAt, IJES OK ? ENTER YES OR NOP'
-_( (+/[']=: 'NOP ' ) =3)/C05
'NORMALIZED MATRIX FOR POS.#3' ;(PS+_MAG PS)
BI+AP+PI
B2+APYO+P2
BS+AP?OP+P3
1 MAGSATSIM 0
'SENSOR ALIGNMENT MATRIX' _SV
'COIL ALIGNMENT MATRIX';BV
[ 1]
F2]
[3]
[_]
[5:]
[6]
[7 ]
[8 ]
[9]
[I0]
FII]
[1'"]
Ii 1.3]
[I_]
[15]
I" 1.6]
VMAOSAISI M[n]_/ .......
, ; p p i p P _ _ t _9 A MAGSATSIM K;I;A90; A_?OF_,MIM2M3.MS;VAI'w_2'VA3;VAS;AIA2 A3 A5 M LI I+2 I+3 i(I_I<2 K3
AA IS A CONTROL.I FOR USE WITH MEAS, 0 FOR STAND ALONE
KI.(- 3 3 p 0 1 I. I+ 0 1 I I 0
K2(- 3 3 ,_ 0 1 1 I 1 0 1 0 I.
K3(- 3 3 p i I 0 0 I I I 0 1
aK IS RANDOM NOISE IN MUL,FIPI,ES OF 0,_+''
-_(A=I)/C02
'ENIER SIMULATED SENSOR ALIGNMENI MATRIX'
A(-O
A[I ;1](-( I-(A[1 ;2]*2)+A[I ;3],2)*0,5
A[2,2](- (I.-(A[2 _I],2)+A[2_ 3] *:.+.)*(}'5
A[3,3](- (1- (A[3, I].2)+A[3; 2].2)*0.5
'ENTER SIMULATED COIL ALIGNMENT MATRIX'
B_-O
B[I ;I](-( 1-.(B[ I i2].2)+B[I i3].2)*0.5
B[2 ;2](-( 1-(B[2, I]*2)+B[2; 3]*2)*0..5
B[3; 3](-(1-(B[3,111"2) +B[.3 i2]'2)*0.5
[17] BI(-AP(-A+, xB
[1.8] A?O[ _3](--.(A?O(-@(ISA) )[ ;3]
[ 19] B2(-APgOFAgO+. xB
[120] AgoP[; 1 3](--.(A?OP(-I.®A)[, 1 3]
,-)[i,..1] B3_-AP?O P(-A?O P+, xB
I"'_,+] BI+- 3 3 p( Bi)+KxIE-Bxg?25
[23] B2(- 3 3 R(,B2)+KxIE"Bx9'P25
1:2#] B34.. 3 3 p(,B3)+KxIE-Bx9725
-I00 1
r. "3r-" "IL....o,C02:MI(-BMI(- # # P I 0 I 0 0 1 0 I 0 i 1 0
[26] M2(-BM2(- # # p 1 0 1 O 0 1 0 1. 1 0 0 "'I 0 1 I. 0
[27] M3(-SM3(- # b Q 0 -I i 0 0 "1 0 I. -I 0 1 0 i 0 0 1
[28] M5(-mM5(- # # p 0 i 0 -I i 0 1 0 0 1 +I 0 1 0 0 -I
[2<?] Iel
[30] C01.:VAI(-AP[1,2]'AP[I;3]'APgOCIi2]'AP90[I ;33
[31] VA2+'AP[2; I]'AP[3;I]'APgO[2;I]'AP<?O[Z;I]
11132] VA3(-APgO[3 i3], APgOP[3 ;I],APgOP[3; 3] ,APgO[3; l]
[ 3 z,
[ 34
[ 36
[ 37
[ 30
[ 39
17e_0
[41
F.4 _
[43
[44
[45
[46
[47
[ 48
[ 49
[ 50
[ 51
[ 53
•.) J
F56
[:57
[ 58
]
]
]
]
]
]
]
11
]
]
]
]
]
]
]
]
]
]
]
]
]
]
]
]
]
]
V
VA':J÷-,.q.I"VO f 2 , ,71 , At:"90 [ 1 , 2], APgO P[.2 ; 2] , AP"?O PI I : 2]
AI_-M:_*, xVA[
A2*" M2+ _xVA2
A3_ M3*. xVA3
AS, M5 _, xVA5
SV_-- 3 3
BVe
SV[ 5
SV[. 5
SV[ 5
BV[ 5
BY [: 5
BV[
'AI
AP(-AP+ (LI*-K %×B I--.SV+,xBV)
0÷.( 3ok ]. ) x 360 x :360 Q-:'o2
A_/O[; 3]w-,(Ag(le_(I$SV) )[, 3]
APgO* APgO+ (L,2eK2xB2-AgO+, xBV)
[1', ( "3oL2 ) x 3600 x 360+02
AgoP[; 1 3]*..-(AgOP*!¢SV)[, 1 3]
APgO PeAPgO P-*(L3eK 3 xB3.-AgO P+, xBV)
_e (-3oL3) x3600 x,360=o2
'SV' ;SV;[lAV[IS7] _ 'BV' ;BV
I_-I+I
-+(I=7)/0
.+( (r],. (3600 x360_-o2) × '3o)Mr 1 t_ I M _r , ( ,L1 ) , ( ,L2), , L3]) :zl )/CO1
3
, .... ] ,.)+SV[:I, 3]-2,*01 I]*'(1-'(SV[1 n *'_
2;2]+(I-<SVE2;I]*2)+SV[2;3]*2)*O
3; 3]e( I.-(SV[;3; 1 ].2,,+SV[;3 i 2]_2)*0
I ; i]_( I..- (BV[ 1 ;23*2)+BV[ 1,3]*2)*0
[.-!i2Jv(1-(BV[2;1]*2)+BV[2,3]*2)*O
3; 3]_ ( I--(BV[3,1 ]-2)+BV[3i 2]_2)*0
3,BI2,A31,B21 : /A5[I 3];A3[I _]
pl, ,AI[I ], ,((AI[2]_A5[ 1]) -'_).- ,,A21 1], ,I, ,A512] ,, ((A212]+A3[ i3)---"),,A312],_ ,I
'- A2p] ,_AI[33. Ao[3])_-2) ,A114], +((A213]+A3143)+ _) I A313], [4] ,A514] 1
E2]
[3]
I ht 1
[ 5 ]
V
,,j
VM_i(3 [ {I ] V
/(-HAG K
Z[(ItIZ[,l]) l]+-Z[_ifIZlil,2]) 2](ZE(ItIZ[[J, 3>,J,]_-A
Z _ ':_ :: 3 _)II/ 9 '-'..I p,_ 6 :3 p3&,Z) ._,,.")
Z+Z, _ ._ p,A
El.
[ 2
L ,_
[ h
F5
[6
I-7
[8
E?
[ 1
VE- eI?(.)RI.II ]V
A I:PRO9 BiSVi",SV3;TJ,T2,1_3
" "" r* "IHf'., IS IHK li:.=>, F:IEIL, I]I {:_MPL, ITLIDE] AND B ARE THE CAL, IBRATION
[.:_..,z ..,z ¢, Ax[:[:I-J), 0,I). ,0, t,AxB[2]),O,O,O,AxBI'_]
'F'OSTIiON #i R[:C:O_ST, ME'AS'
I]+1"I _m£:__ . × '_SV+, × BV )
SV2[, 3]+' (SV2_ ® (I.$SV) ) [ ; 3]
'POSITION #2 RECONST, MEAS'
[l_..l2_-._[:_ , x ( SV24-, xBV)
SV3[ 1. 3]._"(SV:SeI¢SV>[, I 3]
'POSITIC)N #3 RECi]I',_E_,I. _IEAS'
[l_.l3._._B+, x (SV,_+ , xBV >
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